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AND expert
gives okay
to Olympic
site clean-up
An ANU environmental scientist has
given the thumbs-up to work done to
clean up the Sydney 2000 Olympic
Games site at Homebush.
Professor Ian White of the Centre
for Resources and Environmental Studies (CRES) was asked to independently
review the handling of toxic soils from
the Homebush site. "Despite the complexity of the site, the soils won't be a
major problem because the right procedures are in place and it has been
well handled," Prof White said.
"The issue arose because part of the
Olympic site is on top of an old industrial dumping ground.
The
contaminated soil had to be dealt with
before construction could begin."
The toxic soil was dug out and
placed in a heap to be sealed and grown
over with grass. As an additional precaution drains around the pile will
capture and treat any leakage.
Prof White was called in to review
the assessment of these measures. "It is
a difficult site to rehabilitate because
the chemicals were dumped randomly,
and also because the site contains acid
sulfate soils," he said.
These naturally-occurring soils contain compounds which mm into sulfuric
acid when exposed to air. "A good
storm falling on a typical coastal
floodplain can produce 1,000 tonnes of
acid which can kill all the fish and
prawns in an estuary," Prof White said.
Australia has about 3 million hectares of acid sulfate soils in coastal
regions. Uncovering acid soils at the
Olympic site compounded construction problems because excavation can
cause acid to be produced. Authorities
were concerned this might allow heavy
metals in the heap to spread into surrounding soils and Homebush Bay.
However, Prof White said the problem was that the Olympic Games
Coordination Authority wasn't aware
of the acid soils before work began.
"It could have been a disaster, but
they called in a consultant and took the
necessary steps to prevent any leakage," Prof White said.
JULIAN LEE
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Arts seeks
outside funds
for languages
B Y SHELLY S I M O N D S

The ANU may have to look to foreign governments to help fund the
Department of Modern European
Languages if the Federal Government continues to cut spending on
universities, Dean of the Faculty of
Arts, Professor Paul Thom, said.
The Netherlands has already expressed an interest in sponsoring
language teaching at the ANU and
Prof Thom said it may be time to
approach other countries for similar
support.
His comments follow criticism last
week of the cancellation of first-year
Russian in the Faculty of Arts' Department of Modem European Languages
(MEL). Last Friday a meeting of Arts
Faculty members passed a motion condemning the cancellation of Russian
1001 and calling on Prof Thom to
reverse the decision.
Also on Friday, ANU students
picketed a University Council meeting and presented a petition signed
by 1500 students against the closure
of Russian and in support of language teaching at ANU.
Prof Thom conceded that cutting
the first-year course could lead to the
demise of Russian at the ANU altogether. However, enrolments in
Russian had been the lowest of any
language in the department for a
number of years and there was only
one lecturer in the subject, he said.
"Every year government funding
cuts turn the screws tighter on the
Faculty of Arts and it's very disappointing to have to cancel a class," he
said. "They're forcing us to make
very difficult decisions."
ANU is one of only four universities in Australia to offer Russian.
Senior lecturer, Dr Kevin Windle,
said this was because the language
Town captain Mike Valetta in action during the 10th Town VGown Cricket had fallen out of fashion as a teachmatch held at the ANU this month. The defending champions were once ing subject in the English speaking
again too strong for the Gown team, running out easy winners in the men's world.
match.
Feature, Page 6
"Just because the Soviet Union is
no longer there does not mean the

Russian people are no longer there.
Russian is a world language, a language of the United Nations, and the
suggestion that it not be taught at the
ANU is deplorable," he said.
Dr Windle said the future of Russian at the ANU should be assessed
on the basis of academic merit and
student performance. The program
had two university medallists in recent years and more honours students
than most programs in MEL.
Students have attended three
meetings in the past week with regards to MEL, Students' Association
president, Harry Greenwell, said.
They have recommended that the
University provide the funding necessary to give Prof Thom more time
to develop a plan to address the Faculty's financial problems.
"The Russian course had been
running for a week. And once it
started we feel the University had an
obligation to those students who had
already bought books and started
studying," Mr Greenwell said.
The Russian government has offered support to ANU through
scholarship competitions, provision
of materials and guest speakers to
classes. Mr Alexander Artamonov
of the Russian Embassy said the
Government regretted not being able
to provide direct financial assistance.
As well as the Netherlands, a
number of other nations had expressed an interest in language
teaching at ANU, said former Modern European Languages head.
Professor Manfred Pienemann.
However, securing sponsorship
would depend on finding the right
combination of interests, he said.
These interests were clear in the case
of Dutch, because the language remains an important one in the
European community; was central to
the history of Indonesia and had a
great cultural significance in Australia as many Dutch people had
emigrated here.

Tourism may cause water shiortage at Uluru: study
B Y JULIAN LEE

Research by an ANU expert on
dating groundwater supplies has
questioned the feasibility of increased tourism in Central
Australia.
"The groundwater in much of
CentralAustraliaisover80,000years
old and isn't being topped up," Dr
Richard Cresswell of the Research
School of Physical Sciences and Engineering (RSPhysSE) said.
Groundwater, which is the major source of drinking water in
central Australia, only collects when

INSIDE:

rainfall is greater than evaporation.
In an arid climate like central Australia, this occurs only during the
transition into an ice age — and the
last was 80,000 years ago.
Dating groundwater in the
Ngalia basin, 300km north-west of
Alice Springs, Dr Cresswell found
two distinct ages. The ground water
near the hills and on the margins of
the basin is relatively young,
whereas groundwater in the centre of the basin is over 80,000 years
old.
He said this suggested that wa-

Focus

ter from the centre of the basin had
come from the last interglacial period and was not being replenished
by more recent rain.
"Bores in central Australia are
effectively mining water, as it will
not be replaced in the near future," Dr Cresswell said.
"This is cause for alarm in the
Uluru-Kata Tjuta region because of
the burgeoning tourist industry. No
one has done the sums to find out
how much water is stored down
there."
Finding new bores in the Uluru-

Kata Tjuta area may be difficult as
increasing demands on underground water deplete supplies.
Despite concern by local community groups. Northern Territory
Lands Planning and Environment
have recently reduced funding for
the water analysis work.
"They are basically sticking
their heads in the sand," Dr
Cresswell said.
The water analysis work he is
doing is part of a major survey in
the Northern Territory and South
Australia by the Australian Geo-
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logical Survey Organisation.
The study was initiated by
ATSIC, the Central Lands Council
and
local
indigenous
organisations to determine the
sustainability and quality of longterm groundwater supplies.
In the 1960s, when many Aboriginals returned to their home lands,
more than 800 bores were established across the Ngalia Basin.
Now, however, less than 400 remain as the wells have dried up or
the water has become too salty to
drink.
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Bin is best place for "scattergun" resume
As a lapsed academic and current
senior bureaucrat I was somewhat
amazed at the recent letter (February
18, 1998) of Mr Igor Kamenski,
which seemed to be based on the
strange assumptions that the chance
of finding suitable employment is
increased by landing more resumes
on the desks of possible employers,
and that employer's role is to provide
employment to meet the needs of
graduates.
An enterprise employs staff in
order to help it reach its goals, and in
doing so makes a major financial
sacrifice (with overheads such as
accommodation, super, leave etc it is
typically about twice salary, recruitment and separation costs add to this).
It is thus important to recruit people who can not only add to and
contribute to the organisation, but fit
in with existing teams. This is essen-

tial not only for the employer but also
for the happiness and career advancement of the employee.
Recruitment is a very important
match making, where both parties
must know and understand as much
about each other as they can. Providing selection criteria is but one way
for the potential employer to help the
applicant. If a potential applicant is
not prepared to make some effort to
find out what an employer seeks,
learn about the organisation and make
some effort to demonstrate the possession of the needed qualities and
skills, then that person is clearly not
motivated to fit in and contribute and
the scattergun resume is best binned.
There is no shortage of real careers
for graduates. Graduates, and especially postgraduates, have acquired
extremely marketable thinking, problem-solving and research skills which

can be applied outside their maj or fields
of study. Indeed they can, in many
cases, make a greater contribution to
society in unfamiliar areas where they
can provide a fresh perspective unconstrained by intellectual baggage. Some
university staff often appear to promulgate the belief that the only good use
for postgraduate degrees is to follow
the extremely limited opportunities in
academia, which they seem to believe
only exists to replicate itself rather
than to make contributions to all of

society.
If you are concerned about possible
internal applicants having an advantage, you can easily ask the contact
person whether there are any such competitors when you make contact in
your attempt to ascertain whether you
and the employer are a good match. Of
course I have seen many instances
where the motivated outside applicant
has jusdy beaten the internal one.
Tony Butterfield
Chapman

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
• Restrict letters to about 300 words.
• tnciude date artd page number of references to the ANU Reporter.
• Sign it and give piione number and fuii address details.
Address letters to: Editor, The ANU Reporter, I Block, Old Admin Area,
ANU, ACT, 0200. Fax: (06) 249 5568
Email: Editor. ANU.Reporter@anu.edu.au

"Bricks" keep
Soviet practices
alive at the ANU
Because I am based on campus and
he is not, my son asked me if I could
pick up for him a set of readings for
the law unit in which he is enrolled.
On going to the Law School I was
told I had to pay the $19 price at the
Manning Clark offices and bring the
receipt back to the Law School to get
the "brick".
I know this was the practice in
retailing in the Soviet Union, but I
thought our capitalist traditions and
especially the advent of linked computers made such mucking-about
unnecessary.
Have I missed something?
Did Stalin have it right?
R.Johnson
User Support Unit

"Man's best friend" article inspires rediscovery of canine piece
I was inspired to hunt this out by
your front page article: "Theory suggests greater role for man's best
friend" (February 18, 1998).
THAT DOG,
LEFTIE-LASSIE-TESS
That dog, Leftie-Lassie-Tess,
is older than the rest of us —
was here the day I came,
just showing in the buffalo
along beside the house
in first long streaks of sun,
that tipped ears cocked
for Bill's command.
Bill, who came to share the farm,
before the last man left,
inherited the trust of dog,
confided hand to hand,
fed dog himself, and found her
treats;
tied her at the yard by day,
but took her on his exploration

walks;
left her free at night
to guard the farm.
At first of morning's cold grey
light,
Bill stirred upstairs.
She waited at his boots,
then leapt ahead in wet, tuft grass,
inspired,
but bounded back
to meet Bill's steadier plod.
Then, cows in sight, would
''Go back! fetch";
watch the gesture,
catch the word,
match it to the in-trained act:
"move round", to 'face " till beast
gave in;
one secret nip,
and trot behind,
remote-controlled by Bill
from paddock gate, along the lane.
He 'd call, "Here Lass," to search
for ticks;
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wet-bagged and nursed her
through the one
he missed;
admired, then loved,
then stole her pups, exceptfor one
the one he watched, and
chose to take her place.
Dog lay at night
beside the house —
at least Bill said she did.
"Couldn 't be my dog, " he 'd say,
"She sleeps right there,
I'd hear her if she moved,
like she hears me.
"Sometimes she whines at stars
but stops
the minute that I yell."
She loved the starlight, silent then.
The children each remember pups
by name,
the ones that came when they were

VC's

at the age,
that loves a pup.
But I remember only
that the dog it came to be was
Bill's.
First Lassie, old, defended Bill,
when incensed boar had cornered
him;
tusk-ripped, she died.
Bill holding her.
Bill buried her himself,
and told the boy who worked, to
goHe came in late
and never said a word.
One Lassie had her pups in mud,
on creek bank miles away,
came home each day at milking
time,
thin, and roughed
with dried-on mud.

but saved her pups.
Perhaps they grew up wild.
We never found her nest,
but smiled
at being beaten by the dog.
Bill fed her well,
and washed her down,
talked to her about her wiles.
She understood. Bill said.
Long since forgotten in my mind,
which dog was which;,
that black dog in the buffalo,
raised head, hopeful, when I come,
is Bill's dog still;
Like me,
a dozen times a day,
she thinks the step she hears
just might be Bill's.
Norma Balzer
Lismore, NSW

VIEW

An ANU success story
Tucked away in modest weatherboard accommodation at one
extremity of the campus, the National Centre for Epidemiology and
Population Health (NCEPH) is not
one of the most conspicuous components of the ANU. However, this
University centre is one of the ANU's
success stories.
NCEPH is in its 10th year of operation, with funding provided by
the Commonwealth Department of
Health and the ANU. It is a model of
cooperation between the national
university and Commonwealth, state
and territory government agencies.
It undertakes research and provides
research training in many aspects of
public health, as well as offering an
innovative master of applied epidemiology (MAE) degree, which has
an intensive coursework component
but principally involves field placement in a Commonwealth or state
health agency.
The MAE degree was established
as a specific response to a lack of
epidemiology skills in health agencies in Australia, which became very
apparent when this country first had
to deal with the HIV/AIDS health
crisis.
In the years since, the initiative
has been shown to be timely indeed.
The NCEPH MAE graduates have
formed a new national network which

has responded successfully to what
can only be described as a comeback
in communicable diseases over the
past few years. These have included
the emergence of totally new threats
such as the equine morbilli virus.
However, success in these areas
has only served to further highlight
the appalling differential between the
health of indigenous Australians and
the rest of the population.
NCEPH has been working over
several years now to effectively address some of the problems of
indigenous health. It has undertaken
a major review of the way health
funds are used in Aboriginal health
and, through its partnership in the
CRC on Water Quality and Treatment, is beginning to address the
institutional and technical impediments to the provision of clean water
supplies to remote Aboriginal communities.
In 1998, NCEPH embarks on an
important new contribution to indigenous health — its MAE in
Indigenous Health.
Eight indigenous students, selected after a rigorous competitive
process, will pioneer this new stream
of the program. Like the rest of the
MAE program, it will combine academic rigour with a highly practical
focus. It aims to train public health
leaders — to enable them to take

major responsibility
in collectanalysing, interpreting and applying
data about indigenous health to public health action.
Consistent with the NCEPH ethos,
the MAE in Indigenous Health is a
partnership effort. It has been developed in close consultation with
indigenous people from the Commonwealth, State and community
sectors. Its students have both knowledge and experience of indigenous
health and an understanding of the
special concerns which Aboriginal
people have about the system.
The program, officially launched
on March 18, has attracted funding
from the Office of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Health Services and the Public Health Education
and Research Program in the Department of Health and Family Services,
from DEETYA, and from the Fred
Hollows Foundation and the Viertel
Foundation.
I think this confidence in NCEPH
is well-founded. Based on its track
record, there are good reasons for
optimism that it can make a significant contribution to a previously
intractable and disturbing national
problem.
Deane Terrell

NEWS

Law centre
to focus on
government
A new Centre for Commercial Law
at the AND Faculty of Law will be
one of the first in Australia to explore
legal issues arising from government
interaction in the private sector.
Last month, Professor Stephen
Bottomley was appointed Director
of the Centre — which will focus on
research, consulting, and hosting legal workshops for students and the
professional and business community.
"This Centre really plays upon
our strengths here in Canberra, as
many local law firms work closely
with government. We've also got the
expertise at ANU to hit the ground
running," Prof Bottomley said.
Government contracting, accountability for public servants involved
in commercial ventures and conflict
of interest are among the issues the
Centre will explore.
The director's position was funded
in part by law firms Blake Dawson
Waldron; Deacons Graham & James;
Freehill H o l l i n g d a t e & P a g e ;
Mallesons Stephen Jaques; and
Minter Ellison.
Additional funding to establish
the Centre came from the ANU Endowment for Excellence and the Law
Faculty.
The idea for the Centre was first
introduced during a Law Faculty
retreat two years ago. Since then,
day-to-day experience confirmed
that the Centre would be a good
idea.
"Faculty were dealing with govemment-enterprise issues on a regular
basis and they indicated that there
were some live issues out there that
needed to be a d d r e s s e d , " Prof
Bottomley said.
The centre will fill a gap in legal
scholarship on government commercial practice. For instance. Prof
Bottomley believes legal research
into the role of public servants on
company boards is needed.
Questions such as how much information should the public servant
disclose to a government employer,
and to what extent is the public servant accountable to shareholders,
needed to be addressed, he said.
The Centre's first official endeavour will be to host a commercial law
conference next month, organised by
Dr Agasaha Mugasha. Later this year
it will also host a seminar series on
Commonwealth companies and the
Constitution.
SHELLY SIMONDS

Copyright laws threaten creativity
BY SHELLY SIMONDS

So all my best is dressing old words new,
Spending again what is already spent.

William Shakespeare, Sonnet 76
As modem copyright laws become ever
stronger even Shakespeare's Hamlet
would not escape a court challenge
unscathed, according to ANU PhD
candidate Elizabeth Coleman.
Ms Coleman, who is completing
her thesis in the Department of Philosophy on intellectual property issues,
said legislation now being debated in
the Australian Senate threatens to make
copyright laws even tougher, stifling
creativity.
In Shakespeare's time it was quite
normal to borrow ideas from traditional fables or other plays. The plot of
//am/^Z embodies the main elements of
a Nordic saga dating back to the 12th
century and was made into a play by
Thomas Kyd about a decade before
Shakespeare penned his version.
"Today Shakespeare would have
been sued if Kyd had copyright in the
story line. By today's standards the
play may have never made the stage at
all, despite being a much better rendition of the story," Ms Coleman said.
While she does not profess to be an

Philosophy student warns
against tougher controls
expert on Shakespeare, Ms Coleman
is one of a handful of people in Australia looking closely at the legal and
philosophical implications of strengthening "moral rights" for artists. Moral
rights include the right to claim authorship of a work; the right to object
to mutilation or distortion of a work;
and the right to publish or not publish
a work.
Current legislation does not give
explicit protection of these rights, although various sections of the
Copyright Act give protection in an
ad hoc fashion.
Moral rights are now being codified in the Copyright Amendment
Bill 1997 before the Senate to bring
Australia up to date with international
obligations under the Berne Convention.
The most high-profile example of
the moral rights debate involves the
interests of film producers and
screenwriters. Although screenwriters
have cast themselves as the under-

dogs in a battle against the commercial
power of the producers, Ms Coleman
refused to be swayed by emotive arguments.
"I side with moral rights for the
producers but not for the reasons they
argue, which involve free enterprise.
I'm looking at the philosophical underpinnings of artwork and expression,
with a concern for protecting creativity
and freedom of interpretation," she
said.
Things are not works of art by virtue of the structure of the story, they're
works by virtue of the interpretation or
expression; what the artist actually did,
Ms Coleman said. The expression is
what makes Shakespeare's Hamlet is a
greater work of art than Kyd's Hamlet.
"Artists' moral rights are justified
by the process of expression, and should
be limited by this concept," she said.
Ms Coleman said a movie can not
be considered the artistic expression
solely of one screenwriter.
"A book can be considered an ex-

pression of one person — but who
makes the decisive creative decisions
in a film? The actor, the director, the
cameraman, the editor, the screenwriter? No one person can claim to be
the sole creator."
In the case of film however, the
producer does seem to have the final
say in determining what we see on the
screen, Ms Coleman said.
Giving screenwriters moral rights
could potentially create legal batdes
over the interpretation of a screenplay
and screenwriters could argue that an
interpretation by a director or an actor
distorts their work, she said.
"I have sympathy for the writers in
that the context in which something is
placed will affect the artists' reputation," Ms Coleman said. "But at the
same time when we respond to a play
or a film, we're responding to an interpretation, not just the script."
Ms Coleman's thesis looks at the
interrelationships between arts law
and the philosophy of art, in particular, problems of representation. She
is using the philosophy of art to explore
the legal concepts of idea, expression,
work, copy and reproduction, none of
which are defined in legislation.

Foxes face new control method
BY JULIAN LEE

Australia's small native animals,
under attack from introduced predators, may soon find relief with the
introduction of methods to control
one of their greatest pests.
An ANU student is helping to
develop an innovative method to control foxes in Australia. Foxes are a
major pest, contributing to the extinction of small native mammals
and reducing production for farmers.
In a world first, PhD student James
de Jersey from the Division of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
(School of Life Sciences), has introduced a fox sperm protein into
Salmonella which can be used to
vaccinate foxes. The fox's immune
system defends against foreign Salmonella by breaking it down and
creating antibodies. The modified
Salmonella, because it has a fox
sperm protein in it, tricks the fox's
immune system into attacking sperm.
Anti-sperm antibodies are expected to sterilise female foxes as
their immune system now senses
sperm as foreign and attempts to neut r a l i s e it in a p r o c e s s c a l l e d
"immunocontraception".
"The advantage of immunoconraception is that it affects fertility,
not mortality," de Jersey said.

Migrant Resource Centre
of Canberra & Queanbeyan Inc.
First Floor, Griffin Centre, Bunda Street, Canberra
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Photo: CRC for Biological Control of Vertebrate Pest Populations

Prime target: Introduced foxes are a major pest in Australia
Traditionally, foxes have been controlled by poisoning, trapping and
shooting. However, unless these time-
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consuming and expensive methods
are repeatedly used, they do not keep
fox numbers down.

IT?

But deep conceptual shifts within
20'^-century science have undermined this Cartesian-Newtonian
metaphysics; revisionist studies in
the history and philosophy of science have cast further doubt on its
credibility; and, most recently, feminist and poststructuralist critiques
have demystified the substantive content of mainstream Western scientific
practice, revealing the ideology of
domination concealed behind the
facade of "objectivity". It has thus
become increasingly apparent that
physical "reality", no less than social
"reality", is at bottom a social and
linguistic construct; that scientific
"knowledge", far from being objective, r e f l e c t s and e n c o d e s the
dominant ideologies and power relations of the culture that produced it;

that the truth claims of science are
inherently theory-laden and self-referential; and consequently, that the
discourse of the scientific community, for all its undeniable value,
cannot assert a privileged epistemological status with r e s p e c t to
counter-hegemonic narratives emanating from dissident or marginalized
communities.
There were no correct entries
identifying last edition's Who Wrote It,
an excerpt from Summer Rain by
Marguerite Duras, chosen by February
18 competiton winner Annabell
Mooney. The first entry identifying the
above piece and its author, drawn
after the close of entries on Monday,
March 30, will receive a $30 voucher
from University House.

Another conventional method of
pest control involves introducing diseases into the pest population—such
as myxoma used to control rabbits.
However diseases become less eff e c t i v e over t i m e ,
because
disease-resistant animals survive and
breed — eventually creating a more
resistant population.
I m m u n o c o n t r a c e p t i o n avoids
these problems and provides cheap
and long-lasting control.
"It is a humane method of biological control," Mr de Jersey said.
"Also, it is very safe as the Salmonella is not transmissible to other
foxes or animals."
The modified Salmonella containing the sperm protein will be
delivered to foxes in commonly used
fox baits.
The next step in the research is to
examine whether female foxes retain anti-sperm antibodies during
their mating season. Changes in hormones during this time may disrupt
such antibodies.
"It is absolutely crucial that the
female fox's immune system blocks
the function of sperm during her twoto four-day mating period," said Mr
de Jersey. "If not, she will still be
fertile."
There have been concerns that
reducing the number of foxes
the
major predators of rabbits — may
result in increasing rabbit numbers.
However he said there would be a
coordinated effort to simultaneously
reduce the numbers of rabbits.
All experiments with the genetically modified Salmonella are done
in a special containment building
following strict government controls.
Further regulations must be met and
public approval gained before any
field release.
A limited field trial is hoped for
around 2002.
While Mr de Jersey is working
specifically on foxes, he is part of the
Vertebrate Biocontrol Cooperative
Research Centre which also aims to
use immunocontraception to control
rabbits and mice in Australia.
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Study digs up fresh erosion fears

A new academic centre will unite the
ANU's academic strengths in AsiaPacific economics. The new centre,
likely to be known as the Asia Pacific
Centre of Economics and Management,
was approved by ANU's Council at its
meeting this month. The core elements
of the Centre will include ANU's Master of Business Administration
Program; the Australia-Japan Research
Centre; the National Centre for Development Studies; and the Graduate
Program in Public Policy. The centre
will have strong academic links with
the Institute of Advanced Studies, especially the Economics Division of the
Research School of Pacific and Asian
Studies which will remain within the
school for its core funding.

BY JULIAN LEE

A pioneering study conducted by an
ANU expert has found that almost
no soil has been created in some of
Australia's most important farming
areas since European settlement.
In one of the first studies to look
at soil production — instead of soil
erosion — an ANU researcher has
shown that soil production can take
millenia.
The study, by Dr Brad Pillans of
the Research School of Earth Sciences (RSES), will provide a
reference point against which erosion rates can be compared and will
indicate how long soil reserves will
last.
"Soils formed from rocks are being created at a snail's pace," Dr
Pillans said. "Only about 0.06 mm
has been made in the last 200 years."
"All in all, it is not a rosy picture
for soil as a renewable resource," he
said.
Basalt rocks are widespread in
eastern Australia and include many
agriculturally important areas. Soils
formed from them are vital to maintaining the fertility of the land.
They are created through the combined action of air, water, plants and
animals on rocks. Erosion of soils
enrich areas downstream creating
fertile plains such as the Nile River
or the Burdekin Delta in North
Queensland.
Soil depth in the upper reaches of

Photo: RSES

Pay dirt: Dr Pillans digs for rock soil samples in the Charter Towers' region of North Queensland
the catchment, however, is a balance
between soil formation and erosion.
If erosion is consistently greater than
formation, then the soil will become
depleted.
Depletion of soils often shows as
deep erosion gullies or less obvious
sheet erosion — in which a thin layer
of soil is stripped off a large area.
"Such erosion is accelerated by
farming due to the disturbance of the
natural system and can be seen in
much of Australia's upland beef,
sheep and wheat growing areas," he

said.
"If s like a bank account and we're
going into overdraft by taking out
too much soil," Dr Pillans said.
His studies have centred on basalt rocks, in the Charters
Towers-Hughenden region in North
Queensland, formed by lava flows in
the last six million years. These
rocks have a relatively simple history of exposure and weathering,
making the dating of soil formation
simpler.
Two dating techniques based on

the decay of radioactive elements —
carbon-14 and potassium-argon —
are used to date soil samples at different depths. From this, Dr Pillans
is able to determine the rate of soil
formation.
Later this year, Dr Pillans will
study the Atherton Tablelands region of Far North Queensland, where
rainfall is greater. Increased rainfall
should lead to increased weathering
and soil formation, however, Dr
Pillans expects to see no more than a
doubling of the soil formation rate.

Higher education comes to Indonesian streets
BY SHELLY SIMONDS

The world's first "university" for
street kids is helping the homeless
children of Indonesia hone their survival skills and build a community of
their own.
PhD candidate Harriott Beazley,
who spent most of 1996 working

with street children in Indonesia, will
present a paper on the Street University at an upcoming conference —
Education for Sustainable Development: Getting it Right — sponsored
by the Australian Development Studies Network and beginning April 23
at ANU.

APRIL
CONFERRING
CEREMONIES
T h e Chancellor, Professor Peter Baume,
invites members of the University and their families to
attend one or more of the following Conferring of Degrees
Ceremonies in the Llew^ellyn Hall, Canberra School of Music

T H U R S D A Y 16 A P R I L AT 1 0 . 0 0 AM
T h e Faculty of Economics and C o m m e r c e
and the Research School of Social Sciences

T H U R S D A Y 16 A P R I L AT 2 . 0 0 PM
T h e Faculties of Asian Studies and L2.W
and the Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies

F R I D A Y 17 A P R I L AT 1 0 . 0 0 AM
T h e Faculties of Engineering and Information Technology
and Science, and the Science Research Schools

F R I D A Y 17 A P R I L AT 2 . 0 0 PM
T h e Faculty of Arts

The ceremonies are followed by refreshments
in the quadrangle at University House.
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Many factors work against education for street kids in Indonesia —
but perhaps the biggest is that they
don't officially exist.
An erratic, independent lifestyle
means many children left their families, their birth certificates, and any
hope of getting an official identity
card years ago.
"They are branded invisibles," Ms
Beazley said. "The majority of street
kids dropped out before they finished primary school and, with no
identity card or qualifications, they
are now unable to get an education."
To fill the gap, a non-profit group
called Girli, together with the Consortium for Indonesian Street
Children, have started the Universitas Jalanan — or Street University —
in a house in Yogyakarta. There are
13 volunteer lecturers and around 17
students sponsored by various nongovernment organisations (NGOs)
for street children around the country.
The program provides students
with free housing and food. Street
children learn skills which enhance
their ability to make a living in the
informal economy, such as making
batiks and building musical instruments for busking.
"The money they can make by
learning a craft might not be as good
as begging or pick-pocketing, but it
can really build their self-esteem,"
Ms Beazley said.
For many children, working and
living on the street has enabled them
to escape abusive family environments. The program encourages kids
to come to terms with their past
through self-expression activities like
improvisational theatre, painting and
group discussions.
"We help them articulate their
experiences, to help them face issues
like poverty and abuse, and also so

we can understand their needs better," Ms Beazley said.
From an educational perspective,
street children are not a well understood group, Ms Beazley said.
"They operate on the margins of
everyday life," she said. "To understand them you have to find them —
and they could be anywhere, under
bridges, in vacant lots or on the
riverbanks."
Ms Beazley's paper will be presented in a conference session on
alternative methods of education and
reaching the community in developing countries. Other sessions will
discuss educational reform in PNG
and effective ways to provide aid for
education in developing areas.
Ms Beazley said international
NGOs needed to be cautious about
removing street kids from their subculture and placing them in foster homes.
Most street kids had been financially and socially independent for
too long to reintegrate into the structure and rules of family life.
The Street University is considered controversial by many in
Indonesia because it does not educate children so that they can re-enter
mainstream society.
The group accepts the reality that
many street children chose the independence of living and working on
the street and that, in the current
political climate, there is little hope
for them to obtain the identity card
which would allow access to formal
sector jobs.
Girli is also contentious in that it
seeks to help children strengthen their
group subculture, through newsletters and human rights awareness,
rather than attempting to break it
down. The main idea is to give children esteem for themselves and for
their friends, who may be the only
family they will ever have.

The ANU has sold a Melbourne
building, 615 St Kilda Road, to the
Mercury Property Trust for $21.85
million. The property was offered
for sale in December 1997, to a select
group of property investors in a
closed tender. The building includes
146 car spaces and a total building
area of about 9,000 square metres
including office, storage and terrace
areas. The ANU bought the building
on its completion in 1988.
The deadline for entries to win the
book Buildings and Landscapes, by Dr
John Banks of Forestry, is March 31.
To enter send the ANU Reporter your
best guess on how many trees live on
the ANU campus. For this competition
a tree is anything that has the potential
to grow taller than three metres. The
competition only includes trees on the
Acton campus excluding the unplanted
areas between Burgman and Clunies
Ross streets; south of the Mathematical Sciences Building; and west of Old
Canberra House.

PEOPLE
Dr Boyd Hunter, a research fellow at
the Centre for Aboriginal Economic
Policy Research (CAEPR), has been
awarded a Ronald Henderson Foundation Fellowship for 1998 and 1999,
worth $40,000, to write a book about
Indigenous Australian poverty.
Professor Rhys Jones of the Department of Archaeology and Natural
History at the Research School of
Pacific and Asian Studies has been
invited by the Rockefeller Foundation of New York to be a Resident at
the Bellagio Study Centre in Italy
from mid-March to mid-April. He
will participate in a joint project on
"The Aborigines of Arnhem Land,
Northern Australia: ecological studies of hunters-gathers in transition".
Sir Anthony Mason, ANU National
Fellow, and Professor Glen Withers,
head of the ANU's Public Policy
Program were among the delegates
invited by Vicorian Premier Jeff
Kennett to the Melbourne Convention this month. The three-day
Convention developed recommendations on the future of federation
for the Council of Australian Governments. Sir Anthony was
Convention Chair.
Ian Grigg, a member of ANU's
Council and former Executive Director of the Federal Chamber of
Automotive Industries, has been
appointed the Australian Government's Special Automotive Envoy.
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KIANDRA ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIG

Dig site turns up trumps for students
Students from the ANU's Department of Archaeology and Anthropology this month completed a four-year excavation of Kiandra, a former gold rush town in the Snowy Mountains.
S H E L L Y S I M O N D S joined them for their final dig on the site.

S

Photo: Shelly Simonds, AND Reporter

Level best: Third-year Archaeology student Linda Baulch makes a scale
drawing of an excavated hearth from a house — one of the best sites found on
the Kiandra dig.

ince the Kiandra excavation
program began in 1995, students have spent two weeks
each summer excavating a number
of building sites including the dance
hall and a Chinese store. This year
excavations focused on dwellings.
Lecturer Annie Clarke said the
project offered students the chance
to see a dig through from start to
finish: from the hard physical work
of site preparation, to the analysis of
excavated artefacts and culminating
with the publication of an academic
paper.
"For us, the project has the added
spin-off of bonding students to the
department and building a sense of
collegiality between students, many
of whom go on to do honours or
graduate work," Dr Clarke said.
Kiandra had a population of about
10,000 during the peak year of the
gold rush in 1861. A few families
continued to live in the town until
the first half of this century, however, by the time the area became
part of NSW National Parks in the
early 1970s, it was mostly a ghost
town.
National Parks, which helped
fund the project, demolished many
of the abandoned buildings in 1972
because the cost of restoring and
making them safe was prohibitive.
Trying to pull sequences of his-

tory out from the rubble was a major
challenge during the dig.
As students carefully lifted layers
of dirt from a promising site they
gradually realised they were dealing
with a junk heap — the house had
been smashed, bulldozed and buried
to the point where it was impossible
to document which came first, the
linoleum or the stone floors.
For archaeologists, this meant
they had lost an important tool:
stratigraphy — or the ability to uncover and document layers of history.
However, one of the five sites
excavated contained a valuable sequence: a stone hearth had been
covered with brick and then cement.
The descendants of many of the
town's former residents live in nearby
Tumut and Cooma and several visitors to the Kiandra dig provided
valuable information on the site's
history.
One group of visitors remembered a wood stove being located in
the hearth of the site.
A large banner reading "archaeology in action" welcomed people
driving by to stop. Nearly 2,000 people, including several school groups,
toured the site over the four years.
Although personal accounts of
what the town was like were helpful,
memory was not as reliable a source
as old photos in documenting the

site's history, said ANU graduate
student Lindsay Smith.
Mr Smith is writing his master's
thesis on the Chinese community in
Kiandra, most of whom settled in the
area during the gold rush years. During this year's dig he helped a group
of students excavate an old miner's
hut located high on a hill above the
former village.
The excavation revealed the outline of a rectangular hut, with room
for two people, including a stone
hearth. Artefacts recovered from the
site included the head of an old miner's spade, parts of English pipes,
two metal matchbox containers and
several mid- to late-19th Century
buttons.
"The way the stones are laid as a
foundation says to me this was a
European hut not a Chinese hut,"
said Mr Smith. "There's also the fact
that this hut is far removed from the
town. Europeans did that kind of
thing but the Chinese didn't — they
tended to be much more communal."
During the last day of the dig, as
each group explained what they had
uncovered, Mr Smith summed up the
findings at the hut site.
"So we figure we had a European
miner and his friend who came up
here after work and smoked a lot,
drank a lot and ripped the buttons off
their shirts."

Excavations reveal role of Chinese on gold fields

I

n 1860, thousands of miners descended on Kiandra in an
attempt to make their fortunes
from gold. Many were Chinese but,
up until recently, their stories and the
stories of other early Chinese miners, have been largely overlooked.
ANU student Lindsay Smith, of
the Department of Archaeology and
Anthropology, is seeking to piece
together their history in his master's
thesis on the Chinese community at
Kiandra.
"When you follow the archaeology you see that the Chinese played

an important role in the development
of Kiandra. And this is only one
Chinese site of many throughout
Australia," Mr Smith said.
Archaeologists can distinguish a
Chinese site from a European site
because of its physical location on
the outskirts of a town. Other clues
include dense housing arrangements
and artefacts like Chinese ceramics
and pipes.
Chinese miners mostly came from
coastal areas in China's Canton region. They were usually hired by a
Chinese headman to work for a five-

year period in Australia. The headman managed housing, provisioning
and also bought and sold the gold
produced by the miners.
Information gathered by Mr Smith
and other students during a 1996
excavation of a Chinese store in
Kiandra shows that life was harsh for
these miners.
"They were poor, lived in cold,
damp conditions and owned the
cheapest variety of goods, judging
by the ceramic dishes we've found.
The bones we've uncovered indicate
they didn't eat good cuts of meat and

V

u

their clothing was very basic," Mr
Smith said.
Alcohol was predominant in both
Chinese and European excavation
sites at Kiandra, with glass bottles a
commonly excavated item. Shattered
pipe bowls found in the Chinese area
showed that opium was smoked. Used
in moderation it helped miners fight
hunger and increase their stamina,
said Mr Smith. However, he does not
believe it was smoked on a regular
basis.
Most Chinese who came to work
in the mine did not settle permanently in Australia due to strong links
to family back home and to their
ancestors.
Those who did stay either came
young, with no dependants in China,
or were too poor to pay for the voyage back.
Mr Smith estimates that there were
about 700 Chinese living in Kiandra
at the height of the gold rush. As
European miners left, the Chinese
became a greater proportion of the
total Kiandra population. By the

1880s Kiandra was about half Chinese and intermarriage with
Europeans was quite common.
During his research Mr Smith
documented the history of the Yan
family, whose patriarch, Tom Yan,
came to work in Shoalhaven in the
1850s. He arrived in Kiandra in the
1860s and married a German woman
with whom he had many children.
The Yans owned a Chinese store and
a bakery and their children became
well-respected business people in
Kiandra. Their daughter married a
Lebanese man and founded the
Kiandra hotel.
A fire, in the Chinese section early
this century meant most of the family
relocated to nearby Tumut. Upon his
death however, Tom Yan was buried
in the Church of England section of
the Kiandra cemetery.
"It's an incredible multicultural
mix which I think tells an important
story about Australia. We've been
multicultural from day one," Mr
Smith said.
SHELLY SIMONDS

Photo: Shelly Simonds, ANU Reporter

Dirty work: Archaeology students Vanessa Flynn and Simon Lewis (above) sift through diggings from the Kiandra site
for small objects which may have been overlooked. Visitors were welcomed to the Kiandra site during the digs with a
sign (right) on the highway pointing the way.
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TOWN V GOWN CRICKET

Cancerians big winners in annual match
Honours were shared in the 10th
annual Town v Gown Cricket
Match held at the ANU on March
8 with the Town team triumphant
in the men's competition, while
the Gown women were too strong
for the Town team.
The Chief Minister's Mens XI
completed their innings 8 for 235,
while the Vice-Chancellor's XI replied all out for 99.
The player of the match was
Andrew James of the Town side
who took four wickets for four
runs in one over, narrowly missing a hat-trick.
In the Women's game the
Gown finished 4 for 81 and the
Town replied with 5 for 57. The
player of the match was the
Gown's Katharine Brown who
scored 30 not out.
The event, part of the Canberra Festival and sponsored by
ANU Vice-Chancellor Deane
Terrell and ACT Chief Minister
Kate Carnell, was this year held
to benefit Cancerians Canberra,
which raises funds for the Australian
Cancer
Research
Scenes from the 10th annual Town
V Gown Cricket match (clockwise
from right): Men's Town cricketers
face some spirited bowling from the
Gown team; ANU
Vice-Chancellor
Deane Terrell (left) and ACT Sports
Minister Bill Stefaniak at the presentation ceremony for the men's
competition; Revelling in the atmosphere of the Pioneers' Tent were
Belle Low (left) and ANU Pro-Chancellor Pauline Griffin; Mrs Jenny
Terrell and ANU Chancellor Peter
Baume enjoy the action from the
Town and Gown Pavilion; Taking an
interest in the match from the Pioneers' Tent was Tom Owen; ACT
Chief Minister Kate Carnell presents
the winner's trophy to the captain of
the Gown women's team, Beth
Willard.
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Foundation. This year's match
raised more than $3,500.
More than 1,000 people attended, in ideal conditions after a
breezy start, to watch the matches
between teams drawn from the
best ANU cricketers and leading
Canberra cricketers, including
the Cricket Academy.
Nine sponsored marquees
lined the western side of South
Oval with one of the largest
groups of spectators coming from
Burgmann College.
The ANU's Facilities and Services Division was awarded the
prize for the most flamboyantly
fitted out marquee.
The ANU Pioneers and Alumni
Marquee — hosted by Pro-Chancellor Pauline Griffin and former
registrar, Ross Hohnen — attracted back to the campus many
of those associated with the ANU
over the past 50 years.
Two newcomers to the game
included Morgan and Banks and
the Cancerians Canberra, the latter sponsored by Medibank
Private and J B Were and Son.
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Sensitive picture of an unusual life

M

aie Casey's life poses pow
erful challenges for the bi
ographer, not least because
her personality was elusive and multifaceted, and she destroyed much of
her personal correspondence. She
constructed her own idealised version of her life in her two
autobiographical memoirs which reflected her fascination with the
"surface texture of life", rather like
"a bowerbird, hopping from one
bright, shining object to another".
She was also the accomplished partner of an eminent man in public life
rather than the more obvious subject
for a traditional biographical study
in her own right.
Dr Diane Langmore has risen
splendidly to these challenges with
her sensitive and balanced picture of
Maie Casey's fascinating and unusual life. She teases out of the limited
sources an elegant and convincing
portrait of a complex woman, using
the available evidence adroitly, without pushing it further than a good
historian should. Dr Langmore also
achieves a fme balance between the
life and times of her subject — so
essential to the biographer concerned
with politics and diplomacy, who
must explain the broader context
without overpowering her subject or
boring the reader.
Maie Casey was the talented wife
of Richard Casey whose many public positions included Governor of
Bengal in the final years of the Brit-

GLITTERING SURFACES: A LIFE
OF MAIE CASEY
Diane
Langmore
Allen & Unwin.
272pp. $39.95

ish Raj, Australian Foreign Minister,
Australia's first Minister in Washington, United Kingdom Minister of
State in Cairo and Governor-General
of Australia. Maie Casey played an
active part in furthering her husband's
impressive career, for her intense
ambition for Dick was matched by
her ability to influence with patronage powerful men, such as Churchill
and Menzies. Hugh Dalton was convinced, for instance, that Casey's
"rich and famous wife" charmed
Churchill into offering him the position of United Kingdom Minister of
State in Cairo in 1942 with a seat in
the War Cabinet. Dr Langmore suggests that Maie Casey engaged in
similarly "masterful interventions"
in Dick's career on other occasions,
with the hint that she pushed him
further than his talents might otherwise have allowed.
Harold
Macmillan thought Maie cleverer,
and others considered her stronger
than her husband, who was disappointed on several occasions in
Australian politics where he moved
in Menzies' shadow.
Maie's dedication to Dick's career was partly selfish in that she

used her marriage to enhance her
own status and opportunities. As Dr
Langmore observes, Maie "embraced
life wholeheartedly and shaped it to
her ends". Maie was no mere consort, for she played a part almost
unknown in politics today, more akin
to that of the great political hostesses
of 1 S'^'-century Britain and Europe,
attracting to her salon famous people
who should preferably be talented as
well as socially eminent.
Dr Langmore has a gift for vivid
characterisation which illuminates
Casey's complex personality, revealing her weaknesses as well as her
strengths. Her vitality, charm, gift
for friendship and zest for life were
only one side of a character which
could be cold, calculating and even
ruthless, when the occasion demanded. Her closest female friend
and loyal confidante, Pat Jarrett, experienced the bad with the good, as
their long friendship "deteriorated
[in later life] into a selfish, manipulative relationship the end of which did
Maie no credit". Maie's children
suffered most of all from her selfcentred absorption in her own affairs,
her lack of affection or approval —
replicating her own mother's failings in her relationships with her
children.
But Dr Langmore's study places
far greater emphasis on Casey's
strengths. She argues that Casey
played a not inconsiderable role at
times in diplomacy and politics, es-

pecially during their exciting years
in Washington, Cairo and Bengal, to
my mind the most fascinating chapters in the book. She joined Dick in
"helping to persuade the American
government away from isolationism
towards active support for the Allied
cause". Subsequently, in the Middle
East she was an active war worker,
who displayed courage and calmness during the threatened invasion
of Cairo. She also gave tireless service to social and philanthropic causes,
and promoted education for the
women of Bengal. Maie was emotionally and physically tough and
resilient, delighting in a hectic, highpressured public life. But she was
also an accomplished artist and
writer, as well as a generous patron
of art and literature, though she perhaps preferred not to test her own
artistic talents to their limits.
Dr Langmore paints a sensitive
picture of Maie's rich and complex
personal life, which included intimate relationships with several
talented women who provided affection, support and intellectual
stimulation without threatening her
prime commitment to Dick Casey
and his career.
Pat Jalland
Pat Jalland is Professor of History
in the Research School of Social
Sciences. She won the inaugural
NSW Premier's Prize for History in
1997 for "Death in the Victorian
Family".

Rush to ban cloning prompts calls for debate
B Y SIMON GAME

D

olly the sheep may have
sparked a worldwide rush to
pass legislation banning human cloning, but at least one ANU
researcher is urging the Federal government to consider the options.
Dr Frank Lewins, a Reader in the
Department of Sociology at the Australian National University, believes
more debate on human cloning is
needed before governments move to
ban research.
"There are no easy solutions,"
said Dr Lewins. "It's a very medieval attitude to think there's an ideal
answer under a stone somewhere."
Last January in Paris, many countries signed an agreement banning
human cloning. Britain and Germany, however, refused to sign.
Britain, in favour of freedom in scientific research, believes the protocol
is too strict. Germany considers the
ban too mild. It already has stricter
laws — banning all research on human embryos — after Nazi attempts

50 years ago.
While Germany's Helmut Kohl
has voiced strong opposition to cloning and experimentation on human
embryos, he has put forward measures to allow genetic research and
development of non-human organisms and substances.

said Dr Lewins "It is better that Seed's
program not happen. The issues need
to be firstly discussed in a variety of
settings if we are to establish the
widest political acceptance."
In the United States, President
Clinton has proposed a five-year
moratorium on human cloning ex-

1f Strong legislation is passed too hurriedly it will
just push the whole thing underground, making it
easier for the crackpots to abuse the system...'
This whirlwind of global activity
has been instigated largely through
the announcement of one man. Dr
Richard Seed, a Chicago physicist,
declared that he would begin cloning
a human baby for a childless couple
within three months using the same
techniques used in cloning a ewe.
His announcement attracted
widespread condemnation from colleagues and world leaders alike.
"While there is public confusion,"
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periments to consider the ethical and
moral issues. Under existing laws in
California, fines of up to $250,000
for an individual or $1 million for
hospitals and clinics have been imposed for offenders.
The Federal Health Minister Dr
Wooldridge issued a media release
condemning human cloning —
promising that no public funds would
be used in human cloning research.
Pharmaceutical industries (which
may have had an influence on Britain's decision not to sign the protocol)
are worried that their research may
be restricted. They want to ensure
the ban does not infringe on their
rights to conduct legitimate medical
research.
Dr Klaus Matthaei, in the Division of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology at the ANU, believes that
one of the problems in writing
legislation is that you cannot predict what is going to happen in 10
or 20 years.
Dr Matthaei, head of the gene
targeting program at the John Curtin
School of Medical Research, believes
scientists may be able to learn many
things about cancers and genetic defects from a cloning program.
"If strong legislation is passed

too hurriedly it will just push the
whole thing underground, making it
easier for the crackpots to abuse the
system," said Dr Matthaei. "If anyone did find a loophole in the law it
would be easier for them to stand up
in court and contest it."
In Australia, cloning guidelines
are regulated by the National Health
and Medical Research Council.
Though cloning of humans is disallowed, Professor Colin Thompson
of the Australian Institute of Health,
Law and Ethics said the guidelines
have an arguable legal status.
"If caught cloning in Australia,
you may have your research funding
cut off, for example. It is not so much
a legal area of enforcement as a professional one," said Prof Thompson.
Human cloning is the latest in a
long line of bioethical controversies.
"Blood transfusions for example
were an issue of great debate and
controversy when first practiced in
the 17'^ century. Now today of course
they are an integral part of medical
practice," Dr Lewins said.
"Issues such as human cloning
and blood transfusions are not only
ethical issues," said Dr Lewins.
"They have to be dealt with at the
political level as well."
"Merely having the right principles is not the solution to the problem.
There is a much broader social context involved. If you are interested in
pushing these things through, you
don't just go focusing on the ethical
issues — you must participate in the
political debate."
Could public attitudes toward
human cloning change over time?
"Who knows?" said Dr Lewins,
"I can't see it at this point, but I'm not
prepared to say that under all circumstances in the future, cloning is
wrong."

EVENTS
The third Crisis in Indonesia public
lecture. The IMF-Indonesia stando f f : Implications of the new cabinet,
will be given by Mr Rawdon
Dalrymple, former Australian ambassador to Jakarta and chief
executive of ASEAN Focus Group,
and Dr Ross McLeod of the Research School of Pacific and Asian
Studies. The lecture will be held at
The Hall, University House on March
26, 12-1.30pm.
The James Normington Rawling
Centenary Seminar, will be given
by Ewan Maidment, Pacific Manuscripts Bureau and formerly of the
ANU; Dr Stephen Holt, Department of Industrial Relations; and
Professor Stuart Macintyre, University of Melbourne. A light
supper will be provided. The seminar will be held at the Noel Butlin
Archives Centre, 12 Balmain Cres,
ANU, on April 17,5.30pm-8.30pm.
Contact Emma Jolley on (02) 6249
0147.
Clem Lloyd AO, Professor of Journalism at the University of
Wollongong and senior research fellow at the Research School of Social
Sciences (RSSS) will be giving the
next Senate Occasional Lecture at
the Theatre in Parliament House. His
lecture. The influence of Parliamentary location and space on Australia's
political news media, will be held
March 27, 12.15-1.15pm. No bookings, admission is free.
An Australian Development Studies Network Conf^renc^,Education
for Sustainable Development: Getting it Right, will be held at the
ANU on April 23-25. Contact the
Conference Secretariat on (02)
6249 2466 or fax: (02) 6257 2886.
The Canberra National Sculpture
Forum will be showing In Place:
Recent work by Ingo Kleinert. This
exhibition reflects Ingo Kleinert's
continuing interest in found materials. Also showing is Vdluspd —
Drawings and Sculptures by Jan
Brown. This exhibition shows drawings and sculptures which are part of
Jan Brown's ongoing preoccupation
with birds and animals. Both exhibitions will be showing at the Drill
Hall Gallery, Childers St, April 2 May 3.
Dr Michael Bittman of the School
of Sociology, University of New
South Wales, in residence at the
Research School of Social Sciences
(RSSS), will present a Sociology
Seminar, When yearnings are unfulfilled -the double life of thefamily,
at the Haydon-AIlen, room 2175,
Wednesday, March 25, l-3pm.
The National Centre for Epidemiology and Population Health will be
holding a seminar, The Swiss heroin
prescription project — what can we
learn from it? The seminar will be
given by Anja Dobler-Mikola of the
Addiction Research Institute, Zurich
at the NCEPH seminar room, March
26, 12.30pm.
The Republic: What Next? The Position of the States in an Australian
Republic lecture will be given by
Anne Twomey of the NSW Cabinet Office. The lecture will be held
in the Law Lecture Theatre, March
30, 6pm.
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Laureate calls for return of simple curiosity

C

uriosity may have killed the
cat, but one leading scientist
believes it can earn nations
millions of dollars in economic
growth.
The importance of halting the decline in curiosity-driven basic science
is just one of the issues Nobel Prize
winner, Professor Arthur Kornberg,
addressed at The Birch Lecture and
The Academy of Science Lecture at
the ANU last week.
"It is crucial to understand the
nature of the creative process and
encourage its support," Prof Kornberg
said.
Not immune to the effects of economic rationalism, science is
undergoing a funding crisis, he said.
Scientists doing pure research — as
distinct from applied research — are
concerned that attempts to obtain external funding from industry may fail.
"Even a company as large as IBM
won't invest in research that hasn't
clear goals. Business is about making
money, and that has its drawbacks,"
he said.
Prof Kornberg shared the 1959
Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine, for research into the synthesis of

Scientists need to be able to study science for curiosity's sake and not
be driven by possible dollar benefits — and governments should
encourage them, Nobel Prize winner Arthur Kronberg tells Julian Lee

DNA. Many of the enzymes that he
isolated are the same ones used in
modern genetic engineering.
"I never anticipated that my basic research would end up where it
did," he said.
In hindsight, many major inventions have come from basic research
— the laser, aeroplanes, penicillin
and x-rays. Prof Kornberg said.
"At the time, no company would
invest in something as crazy as an
aeroplane.
"It is the Federal government that
should be investing in basic research.
It is long term and uncertain, but it is
the best investment a country can
make," he said. "It is not being done
in Australia and I think this is a
terrible mistake."
While he feels that it is a government' s duty to fund basic science, he
doesn't see that scientists will be
effective enough in communicating
their research to the public or in
lobbying government for support.

"To do good science and report it
promptly is enough. To rely on [scientists] to do more is barking up the
wrong tree," he said. "On the whole,
people get into science because they
are interested in cells and molecules,
they aren't effective at community
relations."
Although Prof Kornberg appeared
unconcerned about the stereotype of
scientists living in ivory towers and
the effect it might have on funding,
he did express concern over a growing anti-science movement.
Prof Kornberg is adamant that
research into science should proceed,
despite public concerns that new discoveries, especially in genetic
engineering, could be abused.
"There is often a focus on the alarmist possibilities of any new technology,
however it is foolish to try and predict
where science will take us," he said.
"There hasn't been a single instance of
biotechnology being misapplied. It's
safer than driving."
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1959 Nobel Laureate, Arthur Kornberg (left), with RSC Dean, Prof Denis Evans

Dedicated teacher was popular Dean of Law Faculty

D

ouglas Whalan passed away
on October 10 last year, after
a relatively brief illness.
Douglas was born on February 5
1929, in Kurow, in the South Island
of New Zealand. His secondary education was at Waitaki Boys High
School, in Oamaru, from where he
went to the University of Otago, in
Dunedin, to undertake an LLB. In the
final year of his LLB, he was taken on

as a clerk in Paterson & Lang, a firm
of solicitors in Dunedin, and on completion of the degree he was admitted
into partnership in the legal firm
which then became Hjorring, Tait,
Farrell and Whalan in Oamaru. He
completed a Masters thesis in law
while conducting legal practice.
His opening as an academic lawyer came when he was appointed to
a Senior Lectureship at the Law
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School in what was to become the
University of Auckland in 1958.
In 1964, he took a sabbatical year
in the Law Program in the ANU's
Research School of Social Sciences
(RSSS), under the guidance of
Geoffrey Sawer. After a year back at
the Auckland Law School, he applied for, and was appointed to, a
Fellowship in the Law Program in
RSSS, and was promoted to Senior
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Fellow in that Program in 1967.
While there, he was able to concentrate on writing his PhD thesis on the
Torrens system of land registration,
which earned him a PhD from the
University of Otago in 1969.
Douglas was, however, a dedicated teacher. After two years in the
Research School, he was appointed
to a Chair in Law at the University of
Queensland, a position he held for
five years, from 1968 to 1973.
In 1973, he was appointed to a
Chair in the Law Faculty here at the
ANU. In the following 15 years he
fulfilled a number of roles both in the
Faculty and in the wider University.
He was elected Dean in 1975, and
presided over a number of changes in
the Faculty, including a thoroughgoing review of the curriculum and
the establishment of the position of
Associate Dean. It was also during
Douglas's Deanship that the Australasian Universities Law Schools'
Association held its annual conference at the ANU.
During his Deanship, Douglas was
closely involved in the administration of The Faculties as a whole.

He was appointed Chairman of the
Board of The Faculties in 1980, and
remained there for two three-year terms.
In 1982 he accepted appointment
as the Standing Legal Counsel to the
Senate Standing Committee on Regulations and Ordinances.
His appointment to advise the
Senate Committee was something of
a turning point. After completing his
two terms as Chairman of the Board
of The Faculties, and taking a wellearned Sabbatical year in 1987, he
followed a new path in his career by
taking early retirement from the University and remaining on the Faculty
as a Visiting Fellow only.
Although he continued a close
association with the Faculty, his
attention turned more and more to
Parliamentary work.
Soon after the ACT Legislative
Assembly was formed, it set up a
Legislation Committee, and it was
no surprise, given his sterling work
for the Senate Committee, that in
1990 Douglas was appointed the
Assembly's standing legal counsel
to its Legislation Committee.
Douglas continued with both of
those positions until only a few weeks
before his death. In 1994, he was
awarded Membership of the Order of
Australia, in recognition of his
unstinting assistance to both the Senate Committee and to that of the ACT
Assembly. And, only weeks before the
end, the President of the Senate, Senator Margaret Reid, honoured Douglas
with a dinner in Parliament House to
commemorate 15 years of service to
the Senate.
In 1959, he married Elizabeth
Chapman. Douglas was justifiably
proud of the fact that both of their
children, Pam and Comus, displayed
the same degree of academic excellence as he had. Both are now medical
practitioners, living in Hobart and
Adelaide respectively.
Jim Davis
Law Faculty, ANU
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